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Santa Fe,

Wednesday.

My dear chamelfan,

So you're taking the plunge and expedite the change before some sugar-major comes along to help you. Since your decision ten years ago to stop being difficult this recent step of yours is the smartest thing you've done, and God knows, you've been pretty wise all along. Anyhow, may you inhale the roses without thorns in your new life's by-path and look out for me—I will be coming along one of these days. Meanwhile we are preparing for as good a tour as a Russian Jew in present world conditions can expect. 40 dates.

I have not heard that we are doomed to play in San Francisco. Perhaps you can tell me when and what we are supposed to give an unforgettable performance of—so we would start to practice.

With all friendly greetings from us both,

Yours ever.

[Signature]
Santa Fe, Wednesday,

My dear chameleon,

So you’re taking the plunge and expedite the change before some sergent-major comes along to help you. Since your decision ten years ago to stop being difficult this recent step of yours is the smartest thing you’ve done and, god knows, you’ve been pretty wise all along. Anyhow, may you encounter roses without thorns on your new life’s by-path and look out for me – I will be coming along one of these days. Meanwhile we are preparing for as good a tour as a Russian Jew in present world conditions can expect. 40 dates.

I have not heard that we are booked to play in San Francisco. Perhaps you can tell me where and what we are supposed to give an unforgettable performance of – so we would start to practice.

With all friendly greetings from us both,

Your Victor